
2019 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Period Costumes

American Soul

Continuous Revolution In Progress
February 05, 2019

To save his Southern syndication Don teams with an unlikely partner. The Clarke family prepares for
Joseph’s homecoming from Vietnam. JT finds himself in a bad spot after running into an old friend.

American Woman

The Party
June 21, 2018

Desperate to connect with her role model, Lori, Kathleen drags Bonnie and Diana to a party in the hills,
but when Diana tries to cut loose, things get out of hand.

Anne With An E

Memory Has As Many Moods As The Temper
July 06, 2018

Cole accompanies the girls to Aunt Josephine's for a lavish party filled with surprises. Back at home,
Marilla's health takes a worrisome turn.

Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)

December 28, 2018

In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video
game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.

Black Monday

7042
March 17, 2019

We get a glimpse into Mo’s past, while Blair and Dawn pursue some necessary detective work.

Catch-22

Episode 4
May 17, 2019

On a surreal trip, Yossarian begins to realize the magnitude and influence of Milo’s business empire.



Chernobyl

Please Remain Calm
May 13, 2019

Professor Valery Legasov and Soviet bureaucrat Boris Shcherbina are sent to Chernobyl. There, they are
faced with the horrifying facts of the disaster. As the world discovers the truth and the cleanup begins,
scientist Ulana Khomyuk warns Legasov another explosion is imminent… putting the entire European
continent at risk.

Deadwood

May 31, 2019

In the DEADWOOD film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate
South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are
reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.

The Deuce

Seven-Fifty
September 23, 2018

Lori eyes a sunny future; Frankie gets lucky, again; Rudy sends a message to his rivals.

Escaping The Madhouse: The Nellie Bly Story

January 19, 2019

On a mission to expose the deplorable conditions and mistreatment of patients at the Women’s Lunatic
Asylum, investigative reporter Nellie Bly feigns mental illness in order to be institutionalized to report
from the inside.

Fosse/Verdon

Life Is A Cabaret
April 09, 2019

Spanning five decades, FOSSE/VERDON explores the singular romantic and creative partnership
between Bob Fosse (Sam Rockwell) and Gwen Verdon (Michelle Williams).

Gentleman Jack

Are You Still Talking?
May 31, 2019

Anne journeys from Paris to Copenhagen, and enjoys being part of Danish high society. Queen Marie
invites her to her Birthday Ball. But, difficult news from Shibden threatens to call Anne back from her
aristocratic lifestyle, while in Scotland, Ann Walker finally finds the courage to control her own destiny.

GLOW

Every Potato Has A Receipt
June 29, 2018

Wedding bells are ringing as the wrestlers step through the ropes for the big finale. But last-minute
twists catch everyone off guard.



The Hot Zone

Expendable
May 28, 2019

Based on the eponymous best-seller by Richard Preston, THE HOT ZONE, starring Julianna Margulies, is
inspired by a true story about the origins of Ebola, a highly infectious virus from the central African
rainforest and its arrival on US soil in 1989.

I Am Somebody's Child: The Regina Louise Story

April 20, 2019

The journey of a young African American girl who navigates the broken foster care system and the
woman, Jeanne, who believes in her. After Jeanne’s unsuccessful attempt to adopt Regina due to a
racially motivated ruling, their bond is forced apart but 25 years later, they are reunited.

I Am The Night

Matador
February 18, 2019

As Jay (Chris Pine) edges closer to the truth, he realizes the MO for the case he's looking at has more
than a passing resemblance to the Black Dahlia murder. Fauna (India Eisley) receives a mysterious
invitation to a "Happening" and, hoping for information about her mother, heads to it.

The Kids Are Alright

Pilot
October 16, 2018

Lawrence returns home from the seminary and breaks the news to his family that he’s dropping out for
good. Meanwhile, Timmy decides he wants to audition for a children’s theatre production and Peggy
forbids him from participating. Elsewhere, Eddie tries to keep his girlfriend a secret after Frank finds
out.

Knightfall

Equal Before God
April 15, 2019

A mysterious knight arrives at Chartres Temple and brings the Knights Templar devastating news. Louis
struggles to produce an heir, creating a rift between he and his wife. King Philip sends Gawain on a
mission where he comes face to face with his former Templar brothers.

Les Misérables (MASTERPIECE)

Episode Four
May 05, 2019

Now a young woman, Cosette moves to Paris under Valjean’s protection. There, she meets the
handsome law student Marius, who unwittingly brings a nightmare to life.



The Little Drummer Girl

Part 1
November 19, 2018

THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL weaves a story of espionage and international intrigue; of love and betrayal.
Actress Charlie meets an intriguing stranger while vacationing in Greece, but it becomes apparent his
intentions are far from romantic. An Israeli intelligence officer, he entangles her in a complex, high
stakes spy plot.

The Man In The High Castle

Now More Than Ever, We Care About You
October 05, 2018

Juliana Crain makes a new acquaintance in the Neutral Zone and soon finds herself on the run and
seeking Tagomi's aid. The Japanese test an atomic bomb. Nicole Dormer arrives in New York to head a
new propaganda campaign. The Smiths struggle with the aftermath of Thomas' death.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

We're Going To The Catskills!
December 05, 2018

The Weissmans arrive in the Catskills for their annual summer trip and attempt to settle into familiar
patterns. Whispers of Midge and Joel's separation cause Rose to poke around her daughter's love life.
Susie must adjust her summer plans in an effort to keep her and Midge's career momentum going.

The Miniaturist (MASTERPIECE)

Episode Two
September 16, 2018

Nella wants to leave but Marin persuades her to stay. The Miniaturist sends more miniatures predicting
the future. Jack fights with Otto, Johannes servant, who flees. Johannes is seen with Jack by his
enemies and arrested. With the household in chaos, Nella discovers that Marin is pregnant.

Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)

Episode One
March 31, 2019

Married after meeting in the secret service during WWII, Alec and Alison Wilson live devotedly for two
decades. When he dies, his real story emerges. Alison tracks down Dorothy, Alec’s partner in espionage
years earlier in India. Like Alison, she too was deceived by this charming author turned spy.

My Brilliant Friend

Dissolving Margins / Le Smarginatura
November 26, 2018

Entering high school, Elena vows to stay ahead of Lila, academically and romantically. Lila eschews
many suitors and, focuses on her ambitions in the shoe shop. On New Year's Eve, things escalate quickly
during a fireworks faceoff with the Solaras, and Lila sees a new side of her brother Rino.



My Dinner With Hervé

October 20, 2018

Inspired by real events, MY DINNER WITH HERVÉ explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one
wild night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize
(Peter Dinklage), the FANTASY ISLAND star who took his own life only days after his interview.

Narcos: Mexico

El Padrino
November 16, 2018

Kiki flies solo on a risky undercover operation. Felix turns to his mentor for advice as conflict between
the cops and the traffickers escalates.

Outlander

Common Ground
November 25, 2018

Jamie, Claire and Young Ian begin to build a home in the Blue Ridge Mountains, but their efforts are
stymied by unwelcoming neighbors and a bloodthirsty bear. In the 20th century, Roger tries to
reconnect with Brianna by searching for proof that her parents found each other in the past.

Pose

Pilot
June 03, 2018

In 1987 New York, Blanca pursues her dream of becoming a house mother after receiving a devastating
medical diagnosis. Blanca competes in the House Ballroom scene against her former mother and recent
rival, Elektra Abundance. Meanwhile, Damon Richards moves to New York City with aspirations of joining
a dance company.

Project Blue Book

Foo Fighters
February 05, 2019

Hynek and Quinn follow a series of strange clues leading them to a secret group who not only claim to
have witnessed strange lights during combat called “Foo Fighters”, but also claim to know a way to
contact them. Based on the “Foo Fighter” incidents from World War II.

The Spanish Princess

The New World
May 05, 2019

Catherine of Aragon arrives in England to wed Prince Arthur, heir to the English throne, in a marriage
contract intended to forge an alliance between the two nations.

Strange Angel

Ritual Of The Rival Tribes
June 28, 2018

Feeling the pressure to succeed and provide Susan with the life he has promised, Jack urges the
rocketry team to take a risk and test their experiments. Sensing their mounting frustrations, Ernest
invites them to a secret gathering. Susan dreams about a luxurious life that she does not have.



Timeless

The Miracle Of Christmas Part I
December 20, 2018

With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to
the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and
stop Rittenhouse once and for all.

True Detective

The Big Never
January 20, 2019

New evidence surfaces for Hays and Roland, ten years after the Purcell crimes occurred.

Vanity Fair

Miss Sharp In The Presence Of The Enemy
December 21, 2018

In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more determined to climb
to the heights of English Society than Miss Rebecca Sharp.

A Very English Scandal

Episode 3
June 29, 2018

A true story. Having survived a bungled attempt on his life, Norman Scott publicly accuses Jeremy
Thorpe, leader of the British Liberal Party, of being behind a plot to kill him; after years of acrimony
between them, Norman and Jeremy finally go head-to-head in court with the world watching.

Victoria Gotti: My Father's Daughter

February 09, 2019

Narrated by Victoria Gotti, the movie takes us deep into what it was like to grow up as the daughter of
mob boss John Gotti, revealing the glamour, glitz and unique hardships of Victoria’s world.

Vikings

Hell
December 26, 2018

Bishop Heahmund is wracked with guilt as he fights to renounce his passions. Vikings will clash with
Saxons on the battlefield leaving a key figure lost in the calamity.

Warrior

The Itchy Onion
April 05, 2019

Series premiere. In 1878, newly arrived immigrant Ah Sahm arrives in San Francisco and joins
Chinatown’s most ruthless tong, the Hop Wei.



When They See Us

Part Two
May 31, 2019

As the jogger case stirs tensions nationwide, the families of the boys and their lawyers prepare for a
bitter legal fight against the city of New York.

End of Category



Outstanding Fantasy/Sci-Fi Costumes

American Gods

Treasure Of The Sun
April 21, 2019

In Cairo, Mr. Wednesday entrusts Shadow with the Gungnir spear. Mad Sweeney, plagued by the cries of
Banshees, recalls his journey through the ages as he awaits his promised battle. Once again, he warns
Shadow about Wednesday. Meanwhile, Laura receives sage advice from Mama-Ji, and Bilquis finds an
audience.

American Horror Story: Apocalypse

Forbidden Fruit
September 26, 2018

As Ms. Mead grapples with her identity, Michael reveals more of his. Coco’s ex rears his ugly head.
Venable crafts a plan to give the residents of Outpost 3 one magical night.

Best. Worst. Weekend. Ever.

Issue 4
October 19, 2018

Patches grills Zed about his missing mushroom. A new scheme to sneak into Comic-Con forces Argo to
confront his fear of performing in public.

Black Lightning

The Book Of The Apocalypse: Chapter Two: The Omega
March 18, 2019

In the Season 2 finale, Lynn goes head to head with Dr. Jace once and for all. Meanwhile, Gambi risks his
life to save Jennifer. Lastly, Tobias makes a major move to cripple Freeland and kill Black Lightning,
requiring the superhero family to step up like never before.

Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina

Chapter Seven: Feast Of Feasts
October 26, 2018

The coven prepares for an annual ritual as Harvey takes part in a Kinkle family tradition. Sabrina grows
suspicious of Lady Blackwood.

Doctor Who

The Battle Of Ranskoor Av Kolos
December 09, 2018

On the planet of Ranskoor Av Kolos, lies the remains of a brutal battlefield. But as the Doctor, Graham,
Yaz and Ryan answer nine separate distress calls, they discover the planet holds far more secrets.

Doom Patrol

Pilot
February 15, 2019

In the series premiere, the reluctant heroes of the Doom Patrol – Robotman, Negative Man, Elasti-
Woman and Crazy Jane face the threat of Mr. Nobody, who’s after The Chief.



Future Man

Homicide: Life In The Mons
January 11, 2019

Wolf, ignoring warnings about the Pointed Circle, brings Josh to live outside his Clusternest. Tiger
reaches a dead end in her quest for the TTD. Wolf puts together the truth about Tiger - she's a biotic -
and rejects her, confirming her worst fears.

Game Of Thrones

The Bells
May 12, 2019

Long-awaited reunions occur as the ultimate battle for the Iron Throne commences.

Good Omens

Hard Times
May 31, 2019

Aziraphale and Crowley, of Heaven and Hell respectively, agree to join forces in order to prevent
Armageddon. They attempt to raise the Antichrist in a balanced and human way, but are they focusing
their efforts in the right direction?

The Handmaid's Tale

The Word
July 11, 2018

Serena and the other Wives strive to make change. Emily learns more about her new Commander.
Offred faces a difficult decision.

Happy!

Arlo And Marie
May 08, 2019

This is one F-d up family dinner.

Into The Badlands

Curse Of The Red Rain
April 22, 2019

Sunny, Bajie and Kannin journey back into the Badlands. The Widow makes a risky play against Pilgrim,
bringing Cressida and Lydia into the crossfire.

MARS

Worlds Apart
November 20, 2018

IMSF and Lukrum establish a tenuous coexistence with a common water source. In the present day on
Earth, activists protest Arctic oil drilling.



Marvel's Daredevil

A New Napkin
October 19, 2018

In the season finale, Matt prepares to cross the line as Dex becomes more dangerous than ever and Fisk
enacts his endgame.

Marvel's Iron Fist

War Without End
September 07, 2018

Facing a life-changing decision, Danny and Colleen debate their next move. Meanwhile, Davos's
contempt for mercy grows stronger.

Marvel's The Punisher

One Bad Day
January 18, 2019

Madani's quest to ID Pilgrim hits a wall. Russo and his crew put their plan into action. Frank encounters
someone from the past.

The Orville

Sanctuary
April 11, 2019

Ed discovers that the Moclans aboard the Orville are harboring a secret.

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

Penultimate Peril: Part 2
January 01, 2019

Big secrets are revealed when Count Olaf goes on trial in the hotel lobby. The Baudelaires are the first
to take the stand but will justice be served?

Star Trek: Discovery

Such Sweet Sorrow, Part 2
April 18, 2019

The Discovery battles Control in a fight for their lives and for the future, with a little help from some
unexpected friends. Spock and Burnham discern vital new connections between the red signals while
Burnham faces one of life’s harshest truths: the right decisions are often the hardest to make.

Titans

Hawk And Dove
October 19, 2018

In search of a safe haven for Rachel, Dick arrives on the doorstep of vigilante heroes Hawk and Dove.

The Umbrella Academy

We Only See Each Other At Weddings And Funerals
February 15, 2019

Years after they rose to fame as young crime-fighting superheroes, the estranged Hargreeves siblings
come together to mark their father's death.



What We Do In The Shadows

The Trial
May 08, 2019

The vampires must defend themselves as an international vampire tribunal gathers to judge them for
their transgressions.

End of Category



Outstanding Contemporary Costumes

A.P. Bio

Spectacle
May 30, 2019

After his computer breaks, Jack rallies his class to win the annual Whitlock's Got Talent competition so
the prize money can go towards a new laptop. Helen and Durbin put on their best tuxes to host while
Mary, Stef and Michelle prepare a hand-bell routine.

The Act

Two Wolverines
March 27, 2019

Dee Dee makes Gypsy play dress up for a costume convention, where they each attract charming men
who could dangerously complicate their insular relationship. And Gypsy is starting to question the lies
her mother tells her — especially about how old she really is.

The Affair

Episode 407
July 29, 2018

Sierra convinces Helen to join her on a trip to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah and Anton begin a
cross-country adventure with high hopes until an ominous phone call alters their course.

After Life

Episode 3
March 08, 2019

Tony hires a sex worker -- but it's not what you think. A trip to the comedy club turns awkward. The
nurse gives Tony a piece of her mind.

Alexa & Katie

PB Without J
December 26, 2018

When Alexa and Dylan get into a fight right before the big Halloween party, Katie's sure she can fix it.
But what if they're not meant to be together?

American Satan

July 01, 2018

A hungry young rock band drop out of college and move to Los Angeles' Sunset Strip to chase after their
dreams. However, they soon catch the dangerous attention of a sinister stranger. The film mixes
rockstars and actors and creatively hit the marks. Modern day Motley Crue, Guns and Roses.

American Vandal

Leaving A Mark
September 14, 2018

As Peter learns more about basketball star DeMarcus Tillman, he uncovers evidence of athletes getting
preferential treatment at St. Bernardine.



Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)

June 08, 2018

Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their
enemies for good.

Arrested Development

Courting Disasters
March 15, 2019

George and Lucille overestimate their new lawyer's expertise in the courtroom. Two familiar faces
testify, and a video sheds more light on the case.

Atypical

Ernest Shackelson's Rules For Survival
September 07, 2018

Cruel yearbook comments show Sam who's got his back, a favor he repays at graduation. Feelings for
Izzie confuse Casey. Elsa asks Doug a key question.

Barry

The Truth Has A Ring To It
May 05, 2019

In preparation for his big scene with Sally, Barry works with Gene to help get into character. Sally
resolves to embrace her truth. Noho Hank prepares for a big night with his newly-trained men. Fuches
goes on a mission.

Better Call Saul

Quite A Ride
September 03, 2018

Jimmy identifies a new market for his talents; Mike vets a potential partnership; Kim drives a hard
bargain.

Better Things

Monsters In The Moonlight,
March 21, 2019

Sam deals with monsters.

The Big Bang Theory

The Imitation Perturbation
October 25, 2018

Sheldon's not the only Sheldon on episode 6 of THE BIG BANG THEORY.

Billions

Maximum Recreational Depth
April 21, 2019

Axe discovers a trap set for him by Taylor. Chuck and Wendy navigate marital issues. Wendy rekindles
an unlikely friendship. Taylor pursues a new business venture. Connerty formulates a plan to go after
Chuck.



Black Earth Rising

The Forgiving Earth
January 25, 2019

While Kate travels in the Congo searching for mass graves, Michael receives an unexpected bequest
that blows open a vast international conspiracy.

Black Summer

Diner
April 11, 2019

Trapped in an abandoned diner, William and Sun must decide whether they can depend on the survivors
from the truck as their alliance is tested.

black-ish

Purple Rain
November 13, 2018

The Johnson family is shocked to learn that Jack and Diane are not familiar with the iconic music of
Prince. One by one, each member of the family works to explain Prince's tremendous impact on their
lives through his music.

Bodyguard

Episode 2
October 24, 2018

After an attempted attack on the school Budd's kids attend, Montague worries about leaks in the
department. But she may be in the line of fire herself.

The Bold Type

Final Push
May 31, 2019

When Kat beings to doubt herself on the eve of her election, an unexpected person gives her the
reassurance she needs. Jane and Jacqueline are confident about their workplace harassment
investigation and decide to take action. Sutton coaches Carly through a difficult situation at school.

Boomerang

Pride
March 19, 2019

Simone and Bryson grapple with the fact that they may be related. Against Bryson’s better judgment,
Ari takes a spin at directing Tia’s music video at the Atlanta Black Pride Festival despite his lack of
experience and confidence, setting Bryson and Ari at odds.

Bosch

Two Kinds Of Truth
April 19, 2019

Detective Harry Bosch learns the DA’s office is examining new evidence which threatens to overturn an
old case, potentially jeopardizing all of Bosch’s other convictions. Meanwhile, a robbery turned murder
at a local pharmacy exposes an opioid ring that drags Bosch down a dangerous path.



Brexit

January 19, 2019

Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign for the Brexit referendum. A
referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British
establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political
earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.

Broad City

Artsy Fartsy
February 21, 2019

Abbi gets invited to a fancy art event at MoMA; Ilana and Lincoln have a one-year relationship check-in.

Castle Rock

The Queen
July 25, 2018

Memories haunt Ruth Deaver.

The Chi

A Leg Up
May 12, 2019

Brandon competes in the finals of The After Taste Food Competition. Emmett tries to smooth things
over with the women in his life. Kevin and Jake get into a fight, while Kevin’s friendship with Maisha
blossoms. Ronnie and Jada grow closer after a family secret comes to light.

Claws

Vaginalologist
July 08, 2018

Claws follows the rise of five diverse and treacherous South Florida manicurists in the traditionally male
world of organized crime. There is a lot more going on at the Nail Artisan of Manatee County salon than
silk wraps and pedicures.

Cobra Kai

Fire And Ice
April 24, 2019

Daniel pulls out all the stops in an effort to recruit new students to Miyagi Do. Johnny reflects on some
of the major relationships in his life - and responds to Daniel’s promotional efforts with his own.

The Cool Kids

The Friend-aversary
May 10, 2019

Hank, Charlie and Sid prepare their Friend-iversary party, and don't include Margaret.



Corporate

The Expense Report
February 12, 2019

Matt, Jake, John and Kate get grilled by a dogged Hampton DeVille accountant after eating an expensive
dinner.

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

I'm In Love
April 05, 2019

In the series finale, Rebecca (Rachel Bloom) makes a life-changing decision about her future.

Dead To Me

Pilot
May 03, 2019

Overwhelmed by grief and anger after her husband's sudden death, acerbic real estate agent Jen meets
tenderhearted Judy at a support group.

Dirty John

Approachable Dreams
November 25, 2018

Debra Newell has a seemingly perfect life: she’s successful, beautiful and lives in one of California’s most
desirable coastal cities, Newport Beach. The only thing missing is love. So when Debra meets charming
and handsome doctor John Meehan, she’s quickly swept into a whirlwind romance, much to her
daughters’ dismay.

Easy

Spontaneous Combustion
May 10, 2019

When Chase and Jo's lease is up, Chase admits she's not ready to be in a committed relationship. But
making a clean break isn't easy.

Empire

Steal From The Theif
September 26, 2018

Two years after losing Empire to Eddie Barker, Cookie and Lucious are still in the midst of picking up the
pieces; in an effort to reclaim the Lyons' position in the music industry, Cookie sets her eyes on a
talented new singer and rapper, Treasure.

The Enemy Within

Chigorin
April 29, 2019

Erica Shepherd, a former CIA operative now known as a traitor, is serving life in prison. FBI agent Will
Keaton enlists Shepherd to help track down a dangerous & elusive criminal she knows all too well. They
both know that to catch a spy, they must think like one.



Escape At Dannemora

Episode 6
December 23, 2018

In a deep dive into the minds of these individuals, we finally see what Matt and Sweat are capable of
outside the prison walls. Tilly’s natural instincts aren’t much better.

The Fix

Scandal
April 08, 2019

Maya obtains surveillance footage of Jessica the night before her death. Wiest is furious after Ezra spins
a story about an affair between Maya and Matthew. The D.A.’s office finds out that there’s a mole leaking
information to Ezra.

Fleabag

Episode 2
May 17, 2019

Fleabag celebrates Godmother and Dad’s engagement but old tensions soon surface.

For The People

First Inning
March 07, 2019

Tina faces legal consequences while insisting on protecting a boy whose father has a run-in with ICE
agents that could lead to his deportation. Elsewhere, Kate is determined to establish her worth to Roger
and takes on a significant murder case involving a prominent New York criminal defense attorney.

Friends From College

The Wedding
January 11, 2019

Max and Felix's big day arrives -- and so does the drama as secrets are revealed, confessions are made,
and poorly timed punches are thrown.

Fuller House

Big Night
December 14, 2018

The pressure's on for Steve and DJ to have a perfect date. Meanwhile, back at the house, Steph forbids
Kimmy and Fernando from canoodling.

The Good Cop

Who Is The Ugly German Lady?
September 21, 2018

After escaping from prison, Big Tony's old buddy moves in disguised as a woman. Meanwhile, TJ
suspects the escapee of murder.



The Good Doctor

Quarantine (Parts One and Two)
December 03, 2018

A deadly virus forces the hospital to be quarantined, threatening the lives of patients and doctors alike.

The Good Fight

The One Where Diane Joins The Resistance
March 28, 2019

Diane is encouraged to "do something" after meeting the leader of a female resistance group whose aim
is to sink POTUS' approval rating. Maia and Blum's plan for a plea deal goes awry; Lucca receives a new
divorce referral ; Marissa helps Julius find a campaign manager for federal judgeship.

Good Girls

King
May 26, 2019

Season 2 Finale. Turner has Beth in checkmate. The women must contend with a rotten egg from the
past. Rio makes a grand gesture for Beth, and a new business opportunity presents itself.

The Good Place

Janet(s)
December 06, 2018

Janet takes all of the humans into her void, where they all look exactly like her. Michael visits the Head
Accountant (Stephen Merchant) and learns about the points system.

Grace And Frankie

The Wedding
January 18, 2019

Grace returns to town to find that Frankie has everything under control. Bud and Allison's wedding day
arrives, but not without some family drama.

Greenleaf

Day Of Reckoning
November 14, 2018

After Mae's beautiful sermon at "A Day with Lady Mae", Bishop fears he may lose Calvary. Grace gets a
paternity test with Aaron. Jacob and Grace work to clear the family name.

grown-ish

Wild'n Cuz I'm Young
February 27, 2019

Zoey takes a work hard/play hard approach when her midterm falls the morning after the semester's
biggest rager. Meanwhile, Nomi is falling deep "in like".



Hanna

Friend
March 29, 2019

Following her capture by Marissa’s men, Hanna must fight to escape from the Moroccan CIA facility and
join Erik in Berlin. Along the way, she meets Sophie, a teenager on holiday with her family, who gives
Hanna her first proper taste of the real world and the thrill of adolescence.

The Haunting Of Hill House

The Bent-Neck Lady
October 12, 2018

A dark specter with an unsettling silhouette has haunted Nell since she was a girl. Now "The Bent-Neck
Lady" is back -- and she's calling Nell home.

House Of Cards

Chapter 71
November 02, 2018

Claire makes staff changes. The Shepherds try to recruit Doug to their side. With Mark facing intense
scrutiny, Jane offers advice.

House Of Special Purpose (The Romanoffs)

October 19, 2018

A movie star and a director go head to head in a battle over what is real.

How To Get Away With Murder

I Want To Love You Until The Day I Die
November 15, 2018

In the explosive winter finale, Connor and Oliver's big wedding day has arrived, but there's murder in
the air and the mystery of who the unlucky victim is will be revealed.

Huge In France

Épisode Sept
April 12, 2019

Gad scores a meeting with fashion icon Jean Paul Gaultier, but the outcome isn't quite what he had in
mind. Jason makes a frantic bid to win back Viv.

Icebox

December 07, 2018

Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States.
Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped
inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.

The Innocents

Will You Take Me Too?
August 24, 2018

June travels to Sanctum, determined to find out why her mother left home. Harry and John set their
differences aside for a rescue mission.



Insatiable

Miss Magic Jesus
August 10, 2018

The ladies get ready for the Miss Magic Jesus pageant and the last-minute Bible trivia quiz. Bob wonders
about his connection to Roxy.

Insecure

High-Like
September 09, 2018

The girls take a weekend trip to celebrate Tiffany. Molly has trouble leaving her obsession with work
behind.

Kidding

Kintsugi
October 21, 2018

Jeff starts to speak more honestly on Puppet Time as Seb panics that Jeff will soon have to appear on
live television. Deirdre and Scott get a visitor from Japan – Mr. Pickles-San. The Pickles have
Thanksgiving as a family, where Vivian makes a shocking announcement.

Killing Eve

Smell Ya Later
May 05, 2019

The MI6 team make a pact with the devil in order to get information from The Ghost. A visitor from
Broadmoor comes with a dire warning. And Eve and Villanelle find themselves closer than ever.

King Lear

September 28, 2018

80-year-old King Lear divides his kingdom among his daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, according
to their affection for him. When his youngest daughter, Cordelia, refuses to flatter him, hurt and angry
Lear banishes her. With that fateful decision, family and state collapse into chaos and warfare.

The Kominsky Method

Chapter 8: A Widow Approaches
November 16, 2018

Norman has lunch with a widowed friend of Eileen's. Sandy and Norman attend a Parkinson's fundraiser.
Norman is haunted by women from his past.

L.A.'s Finest

Dangerous Minds
June 03, 2019

It’s busy for our team of detectives as they continue to investigate the case of the missing diamonds,
and the task force executes a major drug bust. With the threat of Knox looming, both Syd and McKenna
must confront some of their deepest secrets yet.



Lodge 49

Corpus
August 20, 2018

Liz and Dud hold a memorial for their father. Ernie and Connie finally get a weekend alone together.

Lucifer

Orgy Pants To Work
May 08, 2019

While Lucifer and Chloe search for a connection between a murdered auditor and a nudist colony,
Amenadiel plays host to an unexpected visitor.

Lunatics

Episode 1
April 19, 2019

Meet a fashion wannabe, a 7-foot-3 college girl, an obnoxious child heir, a pet psychic to the stars, a
former porn star and a cocky real estate agent.

Maniac

Windmills
September 21, 2018

When her pilfered stash of pills runs out, troubled Annie tries to quit -- but ends up blackmailing her
way into the Neberdine study.

Marvel's Luke Cage

Wig Out
June 22, 2018

Worried Luke is headed down a dark path, Claire pays a visit to his father. Bushmaster makes a bid for
Mariah's guns.

Marvel's Runaways

Last Rites
December 21, 2018

The Runaways face a final showdown with seismic consequences. As they scramble to stop Jonah’s plan,
PRIDE unexpectedly interferes. Will PRIDE face off against their own kids or join their ranks against an
even greater threat?

Mayans M.C.

Cucaracha/K’uruch
October 16, 2018

New secrets are brought to light, putting the M.C. at odds.



A Million Little Things

Goodbye
February 28, 2019

With questions still lingering around Jon’s death, loved ones try to move on, each taking steps in their
own lives. As most of them begin to accept that they may never have an explanation, a member of the
group decides to dig further into the mystery behind Barbara Morgan.

Mr Inbetween

Captain Obvious
October 02, 2018

Anger mismanagement and no such thing as Jesus. If you can’t kill your own brother-in-law, who can?

Native Son

April 06, 2019

Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluent-
businessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious
relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that
alter the course of his life forever.

9-1-1

Buck, Actually
November 05, 2018

Buck jumps back into the dating scene; a woman goes to great extremes to get her husband's
attention; a newlywed couple are involved in a car accident.

No Good Nick

The Money-Box Scheme
April 15, 2019

Nick turns the school's costume dance into a scheme targeting the socially clueless. But it only fuels
Jeremy's suspicions that something is up.

Now Apocalypse

Stranger Than Paradise
April 07, 2019

Ford gets invited to a lavish party in Palm Springs and convinces Severine, Ulysses and Carly to come
along. Ulysses has an encounter with renowned alien expert Mitchell Kent at a book signing. Carly meets
artist Leif and is tempted to cheat on her boyfriend, Jethro.

The OA Part II

Chapter 4: SYZYGY
March 22, 2019

Karim visits Nina at the clinic for help finding the secret entrance to the house. Meanwhile, Hap meets a
fellow traveler, and Homer goes on a date.



On My Block

Chapter Nineteen
March 29, 2019

With Cesar's options dwindling, he takes drastic measures, prompting his worried friends to put their
own Hail Mary plan into action.

One Day At A Time

The Funeral
February 08, 2019

At a relative's funeral, Penelope urges Lydia to end a petty feud with her sister and Elena wonders if her
cousin Pilar is gay.

Orange Is The New Black

Who Knows Better Than I
July 27, 2018

The COs at Litchfield's maximum security unit size up the new arrivals. Off her medication, Suzanne
hallucinates.

The Other Two

Chase Shoots A Music Video
February 25, 2019

Chase shoots a new music video that is borderline disgusting, Brooke confronts her past as a
professional dancer, and Cary takes a big swing and debuts a new look to advance his career.

Ozark

Reparations
August 31, 2018

Ruth's dad gets out of jail. Approval for a riverboat casino calls for Wendy's political skills. The Mexican
cartel demands reparations from the Snells.

Patriot

Escape From Paris
November 09, 2018

All hell breaks loose.

PEN15

Community Service
February 08, 2019

There’s an exclusive fashion show at the local nursing home. Somehow Anna and Maya make it in, but
feelings of inadequacy lead them down a shady path.



Power

The Devil Inside
August 12, 2018

As Ghost, Tommy, and Kanan move forward to kill the heads of the Jimenez Cartel, Ghost and Kanan
plan hits of their own. Donovan warns Angela that her office is after her. Tommy fully embraces his new
family.

Queens Of Mystery

Death By Vinyl: First Chapter
April 15, 2019

80s new wave band Volcanic Youth is in town to record, but Kat feels troubled after her contentious
breakup with the band years ago. Mattie has the unglamorous job of searching for a dog, but the case is
put on hold when one of Volcanic Youth's members turns up murdered.

The Ranch

A Gamble Either Way
June 15, 2018

Torn between the ranch and a job opportunity, Colt wonders what's best for his family's future. Mary
offers to work at Maggie's bar.

Raven's Home

Raven's Home Remix
October 12, 2018

When Booker learns Coach Spitz is producing a play about his life, Booker is certain he is right for the
role. Meanwhile, Coach Spitz notices Tess’ great free styling and mentions she would be great for the
role of Spitz IF ONLY she was a boy.

Ray Donovan

The Dead
January 13, 2019

In the season finale, Ray settles his final scores and revisits the past with his father. The Donovans
clean up their mess. Smitty gets a crash course in what it means to be a part of the family.

Russian Doll

Superiority Complex
February 01, 2019

Perturbed by the changes in his routine, Alan shows up at Nadia's birthday party. Nadia tries to make
amends to John, and Alan confronts Mike.

Sally4Ever

Episode Four
December 02, 2018

Emma has landed a small part in Dan’s film, which stars Lena Heady as a 19th century autistic baker.
Things go badly for Emma, and it looks like she will be sacked - until she comes up with an exciting
sexual offer that Dan can’t refuse.



Schitt's Creek

The Dress
January 30, 2019

Johnny finds himself under financial pressure with the arrival of Moira’s high-priced red carpet gown for
the Crows movie premiere. David is conned into taking a road trip with Stevie.

Schooled

Darth Mellor
March 20, 2019

Lainey encourages Glascott to trust his niece and let her get her drivers’ license only to find Felicia isn’t
trustworthy. CB and the student Star Wars club bring Mellor along to the premiere of Phantom Menace
but Mellor’s thoughts on the movie cause the club to dissolve.

Sex Education

Episode 3
January 11, 2019

Otis' clinic achieves liftoff, as does his attraction to Maeve, who unexpectedly asks him for help. Eric
swings off on his own and fields a come-on.

Sharp Objects

Closer
August 05, 2018

Despite potential serial killer being on the loose, residents gather for the annual southern-pride festival
at Adora’s house. As Amma and her friends perform a traditional play depicting the sacrifices made by
the wife of a Confederate soldier, Adora shares confidences with Richard that may impact his
relationship with Camille.

She's Gotta Have It

#OhJudoKnow?
May 24, 2019

Nola, Mars, Shemekka and Winny take an eye-opening trip to San Juan, Puerto Rico, to deliver money
for hurricane relief efforts.

Shrill

Pencil
March 15, 2019

Annie isn’t going to let her troll ruin all the success she’s had recently. So, she invites Ryan to a work
event - excited to introduce her boyfriend into her life.

SMILF

So Maybe I Look Feminine
February 17, 2019

Bridgette gets a taste of the picture-perfect life of the one-percent, spending a luxurious day at a polo
match as a blonde, hobnobbing with celebrities, and celebrating her new best friend’s basic bachelorette
party.



Sneaky Pete

The Sunshine Switcheroo
May 31, 2019

Julia gets kidnapped and Marius must determine his loyalties as he struggles to keep both cons in
motion. The family must figure out a plan to save Julia but they soon realize the situation is more
complicated and dangerous than they expected.

The Society

Childhood's End
May 10, 2019

After the boys ransack the stores, Cassandra rallies the girls to exert their power. The students plan a
prom, and Kelly uncovers a family secret.

Succession

Pre-Nuptial
July 29, 2018

The Roys assemble at an English castle for Shiv and Tom's wedding; Kendall's plans are fast-tracked.

Superstore

Costume Competition
October 25, 2018

When an employee costume competition is announced, Amy and Mateo aren't afraid to play dirty to win
first prize - a paid day off. Meanwhile, Glenn is preoccupied by Cloud 9’s new automatic cart collector,
and Garrett is tormented by an annoying Halloween novelty song.

Take Two

Pilot
June 21, 2018

A private investigator in Los Angeles reluctantly teams up with a former star of a hit cop show, fresh out
of rehab.

This Is Us

Philadelphia Story
October 02, 2018

The Pearson Family comes together for Kevin's movie premiere; the teenage Big Three confront college
decisions in the wake of Jack's death; Kate and Toby start IVF.

To All The Boys I've Loved Before

August 17, 2018

Korean-American high school junior, Lara Jean, has to navigate a complicated love life when her secret
love letters are mailed to her crushes. Beginning a fake relationship with Peter as a way to cover her
feelings for her sister's ex., Lara's love life goes from imaginary to out of control.



Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Pilot
August 31, 2018

CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers a series of suspicious transactions that take him and his boss James
Greer out from behind their desks into the field to hunt down a powerful new threat. Hanin begins to
question her husband’s affairs after he brings a mysterious outsider into their home.

Turn Up Charlie

Episode 2
March 15, 2019

Charlie's new gig gets off to a rocky start when he and Gabrielle tag along with her parents to a party
full of music industry bigwigs.

The Twilight Zone

Point Of Origin
May 16, 2019

A suburban housewife (Ginnifer Goodwin) wants to go home. But where – and what – is home, really?
Zabryna Guevara and James Frain guest star.

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Kimmy Says Bye!
January 25, 2019

Titus gets the role of a lifetime, but it’s standing in the way of crashing Mikey’s wedding. Eli will stop at
nothing to destroy Jacqueline. Lillian decides to become a ghost. Kimmy helps everyone but herself.

Valley Of The Boom

Part 5: segfault
January 13, 2019

Jim Barksdale (Bradley Whitford) tries to re-establish Netscape, TheGlobe.com struggles to stay focused
and Pixelon launches iBash.

Veep

Veep
May 12, 2019

Series finale. Mike covers the convention. After Ben’s heart attack, Selina destroys Tom, chooses Jonah
as VP, and blames Gary for the Meyer Fund, ensuring her nomination and the White House. Richard fires
Dan. Amy is forced to be Jonah’s chief of staff. Years later, everyone gathers at Selina’s funeral.

Vida

Episode 208
May 23, 2019

Emma and Nico head to an after-party to check out a new musical act, and Lyn and Marcos will not be
left out. Lyn and Emma's conflict comes to a head.



The Violet Hour (The Romanoffs)

October 12, 2018

On a trip abroad to pursue their legacy, a couple faces destruction.

Wanderlust

Episode 4
October 19, 2018

Alan and Joy must deal with the repercussions of their choices. Tom faces a difficult romantic decision.
Naomi spends time with family neighbor Rita.

What / If

Pilot
May 24, 2019

Putting their trust on the line, a couple considers a proposal from a notorious investor: a night with
Sean in exchange for funding Lisa's startup.

Will & Grace

Tex And The City
October 18, 2018

Will and Jack visit Jack’s grandson, Skip, in Texas to watch him perform at his church’s talent show. But
when Jack learns Skip plans on singing “Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best Friend,” he becomes afraid for his
grandson’s safety.

Yellowstone

Daybreak
June 20, 2018

John Dutton is the patriarch of a Montana ranching family, and owner of the largest ranch in the U.S.
This is the story of Dutton’s fight to defend his land and his family from the modern-day forces that
threaten his way of life.

Younger

A Titanic Problem
June 12, 2018

Liza and Kelsey seek out a potential business partner for Millennial. A newlywed Josh is back in
Brooklyn. Charles sees Liza with fresh eyes.

End of Category



Outstanding Costumes For Variety, Nonfiction Or Reality Programming

At Home With Amy Sedaris

Creativity
February 26, 2019

After finding it impossible to create a hat from craft room odds and ends, Amy is diagnosed by Patty
Hogg’s husband with a homemaker’s worst nightmare: crafter’s block. Join us as Amy battles back from
the brink of madness to courageously return to her felt scraps and fabric glue. [Segments/costumes the
entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

CONAN

Episode 1186
July 18, 2018

Hour long special episode on location at San Diego’s ComiCon convention featuring blockbuster
superhero parody sketches and special guest cameos. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: all]

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Episode 24044
January 14, 2019

Derek Waters and The World's Fakest News Team dramatize President Trump's sober-yet-incoherent
rant about the major players in the Civil War, Drunk History-style. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s)
were responsible for: all costumes except interviewed guest]

Dancing With The Stars

The Premiere
September 24, 2018

A new, dynamic cast of 13 celebrities kick off the season by getting ready to move out of their comfort
zones and hit the ballroom floor. The show kicks off with an exciting opening number featuring the full
cast dancing to Erin Boheme’s “I Won’t Dance". [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible
for: dancers and celebrities]

Desus & Mero

Mad Buns
April 04, 2019

Desus Nice and The Kid Mero sound off on pop culture, politics, sports and more; illustrious guest: Issa
Rae. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: host’s wardrobe and costumes as well as
the extras; not interviewees/celebrities]

Documentary Now!

Batsh*t Valley, Part 2
February 20, 2019

Inspired by the documentary series WILD WILD COUNTRY and 2012’s feature documentary THE SOURCE
FAMILY, BATSH*T VALLEY follows Father Ra-Shawbard, a self-proclaimed spiritual leader who, with his
loyal and strong-willed assistant Ra-Sharir, creates a commune of devoted followers in the small town of
Chinook, Oregon in the 1980s. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]



Documentary Now!

Waiting For The Artist
March 06, 2019

WAITING FOR THE ARTIST, starring Cate Blanchett, draws inspiration from 2012 documentary MARINA
ABRAMOVIC: THE ARTIST IS PRESENT. It follows acclaimed performance artist Izabella Barta as she
prepares for a major career retrospective, while reconciling her relationship with former lover Dimo - an
infamous provocateur of the art world. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Drunk History

Femme Fatales
February 26, 2019

Mata Hari goes exotic dancer to double agent during World War I; journalist Maurine Dallas Watkins
writes a play about Chicago's infamous Murderesses' Row. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: all]

Historical Roasts

Cleopatra
May 27, 2019

Cleopatra may be ancient history, but her legend lives on. Jeff welcomes a host of characters from
antiquity to help roast a most enigmatic figure. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible
for: all]

The Hocus Pocus 25th Anniversary Halloween Bash

October 20, 2018

Bette Midler, Kathy Najimy, Sarah Jessica Parker and director Kenny Ortega celebrate Disney's beloved
1993 children's film HOCUS POCUS with this “spooktacular” event hosted by Vanessa Hudgens and
Jordan Fisher. Through elaborate performances and documentary segments, the cast reminisce about
making the most successful Halloween family film of all time. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: Vanessa Hudgens, Jordan Fisher, Kathy Najimy, Sofia Carson, Dove Cameron, Jordan
Sparks, Emily Estefan, Pretty Much, Kenny Oretega, band, dancers, returning HOCUS POCUS cast]

Homecoming: A Film By Beyoncé

April 17, 2019

An intimate in-depth look at Beyonce's celebrated Coachella performance reveals the emotional road
from creative concept to cultural movement. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for:
all stage costumes including Beyoncé, performers, dancers, musicians, drum majors & majorettes]

The $100,000 Pyramid

Kathy Najimy vs. Yvette Nicole Brown and Vanessa Williams vs. Gary Cole
July 15, 2018

Actress Kathy Najimy competes against actress Yvette Nicole Brown. Next, actress Vanessa Williams
and actor Gary Cole compete with hopes of making it to the winner's circle and the ultimate prize of
$100,000. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]



I Think You Should Leave With Tim Robinson

Oh Crap, A Bunch More Bad Stuff Just Happened
April 23, 2019

A service dog gets super friendly. Ebeneezer Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas Way-Future. A man
takes a bumper sticker way too literally. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Jesus: His Life

Joseph: The Nativity
March 25, 2019

In a time of unrest, when the Romans occupy the land of Judea, a simple craftsman named Joseph faces
a test of faith when his fiancée Mary tells him she is expecting a child, the Son of God. Through many
dangers, Joseph vows to love and protect his son Jesus. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: all]

The Jim Jefferies Show

Trump Wages War Against Journalists
November 13, 2018

Jim weighs the challenges of living on Mars, sits down with CNN political analyst April Ryan and
questions why Americans use so much paper. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for:
all costumes with the exception of guest April Ryan]

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Halloween Episode: John Stamos and Emily Ratajkowski
October 31, 2018

Everyone dresses up as classic TV characters to celebrate Halloween. Jimmy presents our 13th annual
Half & Half Halloween Costume Pageant and is joined by guests John Stamos and Emily Ratajkowski.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Authoritarianism
November 18, 2018

LAST WEEK TONIGHT focuses on the growing number of authoritarian leaders around the world, their
common characteristics, and just how many qualities are applicable to President Donald Trump.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

The Late Late Show With James Corden

Allison Janney, Judd Apatow
August 16, 2018

James channels Robert Mueller in an original song about the Mueller Report. And James and Matt Smith
(THE CROWN) reinterpret Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip as a 70s crime fighting duo in a sketch
called “Lizzie and The Duke.” [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: the host, the
band and all sketches, including celebrity talent in the sketches. Everyone but the interviewed guests.]



Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 0804
February 21, 2019

This episode of LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS includes WHITE SAVIOR, a movie set in the GREEN
BOOK era where Amber Ruffin breaks racial barriers but Seth gets credit for them, a Closer Look on
President Trump declaring a national emergency, and guests James Spader and legendary actress
Glenda Jackson. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: host, the 8G Band, all
sketches that aired on the episode, but not interviewed guests]

Lip Sync Battle

Queer Eye
January 17, 2019

It's a Fab Five-way LSB throwdown as QUEER EYE guys Karamo Brown and Jonathan Van Ness battle
costars Antoni Porowski, Tan France and Bobby Berk for the championship belt. [Segments/costumes
the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: Norman Lear’s ‘All In The Family’ And ‘The Jeffersons'

May 22, 2019

The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from ALL IN THE FAMILY
and THE JEFFERSONS. This live, 90-minute prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television
icon Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: all]

The Masked Singer

Finale
February 27, 2019

A singing competition guessing game, where 12 celebrity performers wear costumes to conceal their
identities. In the finale, all twelve characters are featured as the three remaining finalists compete for
the golden mask and their identities are revealed. [Segments/costumes the team was responsible for:
contestants/masked singers, dancers and background vocalists, not host and panel]

The Oscars

February 24, 2019

The 92nd Oscars were televised in more than 225 countries and territories worldwide and featured 24
awards from sound editing to best picture. Musical performances and A-list presenters took the place of
a traditional host this year. [Segments/costumes the team was responsible for: Melissa McCarthy and
Brian Tyree Henry costumes, Keegan-Micheal Key for the Mary Poppins umbrella stunt, the academy
appointed trophy presenters and music director Ricky Minor. They were not responsible for the acts that
dressed themselves in couture this year, which were Lady Gaga and Queen.]

Presidents At War

Their Finest Hours
February 18, 2019

Night Two follows Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Bush, Ford, Reagan and Eisenhower from late 1943
to the wars' end, in both the European and Pacific theaters. From D-Day to the final Pacific Island
hopping campaigns, we see what they experience and how that shapes them as leaders.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: dramatic reenactments]



Project Runway

Survive In Style
April 04, 2019

The designers are whisked away from their urban creature comforts for a camping trip and challenged
to create survival chic looks while embracing the wilderness. Their work room, the accessories wall and
the runway itself have all been moved to the woods for this unconventional materials challenge like
never before. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: Karlie Kloss, judges and non-
contestant talent]

Random Acts Of Flyness

Two Piece And A Biscuit
August 10, 2018

A video game trains black women to defend themselves against aggressors; a wise uncle attempts to
program his nephews on how not to be creepy; Wendy gets lured into "Nuncaland," the Dominican-
American fable inspired by a classic children's story. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: all]

RENT

January 27, 2019

A re-imagining of Puccini’s La Bohème, and set in New York City’s gritty East Village, RENT tells the
unforgettable story of seven artists struggling to follow their dreams during a time of great social and
political turmoil. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

RuPaul's Drag Race

Trump: The Rusical
March 21, 2019

The queens get political in a GREASE inspired musical, “Trump School For Girls.” Rachel Maddow makes
a guest appearance, while Tiffany “New York” Pollard and Joel McHale guest judge. [Segments/costumes
the entrant(s) were responsible for: RuPaul and Michelle Visage]

Saturday Night Live

Host: Sandra Oh
March 30, 2019

Sandra tries to learn how to take a compliment during her monologue. Parodies include Robert DeNiro
appearing as Mueller to read his report to Donald Trump; a Kremlin meeting with Putin; a 1950’s
nightclub and a meeting with Jussie Smollett. Two live performances by Tame Impala.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

So You Think You Can Dance

Finale
September 10, 2018

America's top four dancers battle it out in the finale of Season 15 to find out who will be crowned
America's Favorite Dancer. Showcasing some of the favorite group numbers, duos and solo
performances throughout the season. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: all
contestant costumes, not host/panel]



The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 1056
April 25, 2019

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON aired a shot-for-shot recreation of Dead or Alive’s classic
80s music video “You Spin Me Round,” featuring Jimmy and that night’s guest Paul Rudd in full 80s
regalia, mimicking the original video down to the smallest detail. [Segments/costumes the entrants
were responsible for: everything except interviewed guest and musical guest]

Tracey Ullman's Show

Episode 1
September 28, 2018

Season premiere. Angela Merkel works on her poker face; Theresa May struggles to have a tough
conversation; French First Lady Brigitte Macron remembers the good old days. [Segments/costumes the
entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

When You Wish Upon a Pickle: A Sesame Street Special

November 10, 2018

What if your every wish could come true? When a mysterious wish pickle machine starts granting
wishes, Elmo and the gang have a very “Funny Day” (sweeping the clouds away...) on Sesame Street.
With special guest stars Amanda Seyfried and Blake Lively. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: new puppet costumes: AM Gale Warning/Weather Girl; Elmo's sweater; Elmo's version of
Chris' striped shirt; Bert's "Flashy Suit" for his weather man scene; Wish Pickle's "Zoltar" cape; AM
Monster wrestler uniform; AM Short Customer's costume; AM Hero costume. All human costumes were
created or shopped new for the special.]

Who Is America?

Episode 101
July 15, 2018

Billy Wayne Ruddick Jr., PhD interviews Senator Bernie Sanders. Dr. Nira Cain-N'Degeocello interviews
Jane Page Thompson, a delegate who cast her vote for Trump, and her husband Mark. Rick Sherman sits
down with a fine art consultant. Erran Morad convinces various conservatives to support arming children
to prevent school shootings. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: Sacha Baron
Cohen's characters]

World Of Dance

Episode 215
September 05, 2018

Divisional Final. Special guest Ciara mentors the 12 top-scoring dancers, who perform for Jennifer Lopez,
Derek Hough, NE-YO and guest judge Misty Copeland to win their divisions and move on to compete in
the World Final for the $1 million prize. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for:
dancers only]

Yes, It's Really Us Singing: The Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Concert Special!

April 05, 2019

In this concert special, Rachel Bloom and the cast of the critically acclaimed series will perform live
versions of fan-favorite songs along with multimedia visuals and a live band and orchestra.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]



End of Category


